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Question: 45

An administrator configures a policy to perform file system backups of multiple client systems using the "Allow
multiple data streams" feature. All other policy attributes are at default settings.

Which primary server host property must be configured to enable the backup job from all clients to run concurrently?

A. Global Attributes > Maximum jobs per client
B. Client Attributes > Use Global Settings
C. Policy storage unit > Maximum concurrent jobs
D. Policy Attributes > Limit Jobs per Policy

Answer: A

Question: 46

An administrator needs to ensure the channel on which NetBackup clients send metadata and data to NetBackup
servers is secure.

Which NetBackup feature should the administrator select to ensure the requirement is met?

A. External CA and external certificates
B. NetBackup CA and NetBackup certificates
C. data-in-transit encryption
D. NetBackup client encryption

Answer: C

Question: 47

Which feature is unavailable for all NetBackup cloud providers when configuring cloud storage using the Cloud
Storage Server Configuration wizard?

A. Encryption
B. Use Secure Sockets Layer
C. Spanning volumes
D. Compression

Answer: C



Question: 48

Which storage unit group selection is based on a capacity-managed approach?

A. Media Server Load Balancing
B. Failover
C. Prioritized
D. Round Robin

Answer: A

Question: 49

Which storage unit type supports a staging schedule?

A. Advanced Disk
B. Cloud Storage
C. Basic Disk
D. Pure Disk

Answer: A

Question: 50

An administrator needs to ensure backed up data is protected from being encrypted or deleted.

Which option should the administrator select when creating an MSDP storage unit?

A. On demand only
B. Lock until expiration
C. Enable WORM
D. Maximum concurrent jobs

Answer: C

Question: 51

Which policy type details are unable to be viewed in the NetBackup WebUI?

A. MS-Windows
B. VMware
C. NBU-Catalog
D. Standard

Answer: C

Question: 52

A Windows policy protects over 100 servers using the directive ALL_LOCAL_DRIVES. The backup window for this
policy is a two-hour window that is unused by any other policy. When the jobs run, each server has no more than ten
paths, and the overall performance of the disk storage unit is degraded.



Which setting should the administrator modify to ensure only ten jobs write concurrently to the disk storage unit during
the backup window?

A. disable the "Allow multiple data streams" policy attribute
B. set the "Maximum jobs per client" host property to 10
C. enable multiplexing for the storage unit and set the value
D. enable the "Limit Jobs per policy" attribute

Answer: D

Question: 53

An administrator wants to delete a protection plan, but notices that the Yes option is disabled on the Delete
(confirmation prompt) window when attempting to do so.

Which task must the administrator complete to allow deletion of the protection plan?

A. expire all the backups associated with the protection plan
B. cancel the active job for the protection plan
C. unsubscribe all the assets from the protection plan
D. restart the nbpem service on the primary server

Answer: C

Question: 54

An administrator is creating a Standard policy with the option "Use Acceleratorâ to back up files that are present on a
Linux server.

Which two options are disabled by default in this type of policy? (Select two.)

A. Cross mount points
B. Compress
C. Follow NFS
D. Collect true image restore information
E. Encrypt

Answer: A,B

Question: 55

An administrator is using Storage Lifecycle Policies (SLP) to perform the following operations:

â¢ back up to a local Advanced Disk pool

â¢ duplicate to a local MSDP pool

â¢ replicate to an off-site MSDP pool

â¢ duplicate to an off-site tape library which needs to be retained for three years

Which retention type should the administrator select for the SLP import operation?



A. Capacity Managed
B. Target Retention
C. Expire after copy
D. Fixed

Answer: D

Question: 56

An administrator needs to back up Windows and Linux file servers to an Advanced Disk storage unit targeting a high
speed disk array. Backup traffic shares a busy network with mission critical application traffic.

Which feature can the administrator implement to optimize this backup environment?

A. Network resiliency
B. Synthetic backups
C. Client-side deduplication
D. NetBackup Accelerator

Answer: C

Question: 57

Which server must an administrator use to perform Isolated Recovery Environment (IRE) configuration operations?

A. IRE primary server
B. source primary server
C. source MSDP server
D. IRE MSDP server

Answer: A

Question: 58

An administrator has two offices in different cities with Auto Image Replication (AIR) implemented to replicate the
backups from one office location to the other location using Storage Lifecycle Policy (SLP). Multiple small servers are
backed up daily, which results in many replication jobs in the environment.

The Storage Lifecycle Policy (SLP) parameters are:

SLP.MIN_SIZE_PER_REPLICATION_JOB = 20 GB

SLP.MAX_TIME_TIL_FORCE_SMALL_REPLICATION_JOB = 60 MINUTES

After modifying the SLP parameters, three backup jobs are completed and the size of each backup job is 5 GB. A
backup window has closed, and no new backup jobs will occur.

When does the next replication job start?

A. when the force interval for small replication jobs time is reached
B. when the replication job batch size is 20 GB
C. 75 minutes after the backup jobs have finished
D. immediately after the backup jobs have finished



Answer: A

Question: 59

Backup images that reside in an MSDP storage pool have been manually expired using bpexpdate.

Which step must an administrator perform to manually free the associated space in the storage pool?

A. run content router queue processing on the media server that hosts the MSDP storage server
B. run content router queue processing on the primary server
C. run an inventory on the MSDP storage pool
D. run image cleanup on the media server that hosts the MSDP storage server

Answer: D

Question: 60

An administrator creates a Storage Lifecycle Policy (SLP) to take advantage of optimized duplication. The backup and
subsequent duplication jobs launch as configured in the SLP.

What may cause the secondary duplication job to run as non-optimized?

A. Optimized duplication is unsupported when a storage unit group is the target of the duplication.
B. Media servers are configured for network resiliency.
C. Both source and destination storage servers are connected to different security appliance domains.
D. Both compression and encryption attributes are disabled in the backup policy.

Answer: C




